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Golf hitting screen

1-888-831-9489 info@rainorshinegolf.comMon - Fri 9 AM to 9 pm EST View Our Holiday Hours Holiday Hours 9am-9pm EST Tuesday 12/2 9am-9pm EST Wednesday 12/30 9am-9pm EST Thursday 12/31 CLOSED Friday 1/1 CLOSED Home Golf Simulator Screens &amp; Enclosures If you are creating a golf simulator, the quality of
your golf simulator screen is essential to create a realistic and long-term setup. First of all, it is important to find a screen that is made of quality materials that allow for a bright projection when paired with one of our recommended golf simulator projectors. In addition to screen material, bounceback reduction will provide a safer and better
experience and improve screen durability. By keeping these factors in mind while knowing the size of your space, we need a hanging display and fencing-style golf simulator screens that you're going to love. With quality golf simulator projectors, like the ones we recommend, you will have a realistic golf simulator with any of our projector
impact screens. SwingBay was specially designed by Rain or Shine Golf to be the best golf simulator in the bay market. SwingBay offers a unique, high-definition display that allows your projected image to fill 100% of the hit screen without leaving a wasted space. The light damping hood blocks the surrounding light, giving you a brighter
and more life-like view. The sturdy housing is built with the highest quality materials that promise a long life and greater durability. Tee it up anytime in The Rain or Shine with SwingBay. HomeBay Golf Simulator Hitting Enclosure The HomeBay comes with our ballistic test impact display, and full volleyball fencing system. HomeBay is
easy to assemble and boasts one of the smallest permanent footprints of any simulator screens we offer. HomeBay offers a customizable design that allows you to upgrade your golf simulator as you go and on a budget. Start with the homebay basic package (Screen and Nets) and you can easily upgrade to the full SwingBay (additional
framed hood and blackout curtains) later. Even Return Simulator Series Studio is our favorite enclosure golf simulator display on the market. This screen has a floating design that allows you to handle the most difficult shots, remove rejection and increase durability for many years. With bright heavy polyester material, the Simulator series
provides excellent clarity in golf simulation. The huge advantage of the Simulator series is that you can add a Net Return Projector to Mount Kit and add it directly to the top of the casing. This allows you to attach a short-dropping projector directly on the mounting kit, and not put any holes in the ceiling or wall. HomeCourse Display is a
revolutionary, state-of-the-art pull-out indoor golf simulator display that allows you to turn living room, garage, or basement in the indoor driving range or golf simulator studio. When you're done using the simulator, return any room back to its original form with a wireless, battery-powered design design that pulls out the screen in seconds.
HomeCourse comes with pro weapons and sky nets that create an enclosure to help are mistaken shots or snach, protect you, your space and everyone around it. The screen is made of ballistic-grade material designed to absorb a golf ball that can handle drives from the heaviest hitters using real golf balls without the effect of damage to
the screen. The screen also bends at the bottom to reduce wear and tear on the screen and allow the ball to get back to its feet. Even return pro series net &amp; pro series screen For a more economical option, you can buy the full season Pro Series Net and turn it into a golf simulator screen in minutes with an attached Pro Series
Screen. If you don't want to use it in your golf simulator room, you can unlink the screen and use the net where you want the automatic ball to return. More about SideRite™ here... Aspect Ratio Diagonal (inches) Cut Size– H x W (inches) Seam Folded– Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) Rolled– Tube Size (inches) Tube Weight (lbs.) 4:3
150 90x120 Seamless 20x20x4 9-12 96x9x9 17-20 4:3 165 100x135 Seamless 20x20x4 11-14 108x9x9 19-22 4:3 180 110x150 Seamless 20x20x4 12-15 119x9x9 22-25 4:3 200 120x160 Seamless 20x20x4 15-18 130x9x9 Freight Aspect Ratio Diagonal (inches) Cut Size– H x W (inches) Seam Folded– Box Size (inches) Box Weight
(lbs.) Rolled– Tube Size (inches) Tube Weight (lbs.) 16:10 169 90x144 Seamless 20x20x4 10-13 96x9x9 18-21 16:10 188 100x160 Seamless 20x20x4 13-16 108x9x9 21-24 16:10 207 110x176 Seamless 20x20x4 14-17 119x9x9 22-25 16:10 226 120x192 Seamless 20x20x4 17-20 130x9x9 Freight Aspect Ratio Diagonal (inches) Cut
Size– H x W (inches) Seam Folded– Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) Rolled– Tube Size (inches) Tube Weight (lbs.) 16:9 180 90x160 Seamless 20x20x4 12-15 96x9x9 19-22 16:9 200 100x180 Seamless 20x20x4 14-17 108x9x9 23-26 16:9 220 110x200 Seamless 20x20x6 17-20 119x9x9 26-29 16:9 240 120x215 Seamless 20x20x6
20-23 130x9x9 Freight Other Video Ratio (NA) Diagonal (Inches) Cut Size– H x W (inches) Seam Folded – Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) Rolled – Tube Size (inches) Tube Weight (lbs.) NA 175 120x133 Seamless 20x20x4 12-15 130x9x9 Freight NA 190 120x15 0 Seamless 20x20x4 14-17 130x9x9 Freight NA 215 120x180
Seamless 20x20x4 17-20 130x9x9 Freight NA 230 120x200 Seamless 20x 20x6 18-21 130x9x9 Freight NA 265 120x240 Seamless 20x20x6 22-25 130x9x9 Freight These charts complete 2.5 inch black vinyl edges and grommets full screen. Our grommets have a 3/4 and internal dimension 3/8. The front of the Grommet has an equal,
rounded, pleasant look that identifies the front of your golf screen. Image format Represented diagonal (inch) screen size H x W Outer Dimensions (inches) Viewable Dimensions (inches) Seam Suggested # of Bungees Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) 1:1 122 7.7x7.7 91x91 86x86 Seamless 40 20x20x4 19-22 1:1 128 8x8 96x96
91x91 Seamless 40 20x20x4 19-22 1:1 139 8.5x8.5 103x103 98x98 Seamless 45 20x20x4 20-23 1:1 145 9x9 108x108 103x103 Seamless 45 20x20x4 21-24 1:1 154 9.5x9.5 114x114 109x109 Seamless 50 20x20x4 22-25 1:1 163 10x10 120x120 115x115 Seamless 50 20x20x4 23-26 Aspect Ratio Viewable Diagonal (inches) Screen
Size H x W (feet) Outer Dimensions (inches) Viewable Dimensions (inches) Seam Suggested # of Bungees Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) 4:3 144 7.7x10 91x120 86x115 Seamless 45 20x20x4 21-24 4:3 151 8x10.5 96x126 91x121 Seamless 50 20x20x4 22-25 4:3 164 8.5x11.5 103x136 98x131 Seamless 50 20x20x4 23-26 4:3 171
9x12 108x142 103x137 Seamless 50 20x20x4 24-27 4:3 181 9.5x12.5 114x150 109x145 Seamless 55 20x20x4 25-28 4:3 193 10x13 120x159 115x154 Seamless 55 20x20x4 26-29 Aspect Ratio Viewable Diagonal (inches) Screen Size H x W (feet) Outer Dimensions (inches) Viewable Dimensions (inches) Seam Suggested # of Bungees
Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) 16:10 163 7.7x11.5 91x144 86x139 Seamless 50 20x20x4 40-43 16:10 171 8x12 96x151 91x146 Seamless 50 20x20x4 40-43 16:10 185 8.5x13 103x163 98x158 Seamless 55 20x20x4 44-48 16:10 194 9x14 108x170 103x165 Seamless 55 20x20x6 46-49 16:10 204 9.5x15 114x180 109x175 Seamless
60 20x20x6 50-53 16:10 218 10x15.5 120x190 115x185 Seamless 60 20x20x6 54-59 Aspect Ratio Viewable Diagonal (inches) Screen Size H x W (feet) Outer Dimensions (inches) Viewable Dimensions (inches) Seam Suggested # of Bungees Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) 16:9 177 7.7x13 91x159 86x154 Seamless 50 20x20x4 25-
28 16:9 185 8x14 96x166 91x161 Seamless 55 20x20x4 25-28 16:9 200 8.5x15 103x180 98x175 Seamless 60 20x20x4 27-30 16:9 210 9x16 108x188 103x183 Seamless 60 20x20x6 28-31 16:9 222 9.5x17 114x198 109x193 Seamless 65 20x20x6 30-33 16:9 236 10x18 120x210 115x205 Seamless 65 20x20x6 31-34 Other Aspect Ratio
(NA) Viewable Diagonal (inches) Screen Size H x W (Feet) Internal Dimensions (inches) View dimensions (inches) Seam #Bungees Box Size (inches) Box Weight (lbs.) NA 137 8x9 96x108 91x103 Solid 45 20x20x 4 20-23 NA 154 9x10 108x120 103x115 Seamless 50 20x20x4 22-25 NA 180 10x12 120x144 22-25 NA 180 10x12 120x144
22-25 NA 180 10x12 120x144 22-25 NA 180 10x12 120x144 22-25 NA 180 10x12 120x144 22 115x139 Seamless 55 20x20x4 25-28 NA 199 10x14 120x168 115x163 Seamless 60 20x20x4 27-0030 NA 219 10x16 120x192 115x187 Seamless 60 20x20x6 29-32 I wanted to let you know that my husband put up his new golf impact screen
today and couldn't be happier. All the dimensions were great, and it went along really fast. We are 100% satisfied customers. Thanks!! BTW I like. If it was a wife or a screen. I'd like to choose a screen. ;0) This is the best impact screen I've ever had! After years of tour player ball speed hitting the screen every day, the screen still looks like
the day we get it. I highly recommend this All! This must have any golf simulator set up and double as a big screen for sporting events. I use this with OptiShot2 with overhead projector. I recommend buying almost golf balls, although this thing can easily grab and stop the usual. If you are worried that the length is too long, you do not
need. It's really nice having an extra part bent to the ground to act as a type of ball return. I was worried about wrinkles. It's very heavy, durable stuff that folds to work for themselves after hanging a bit. ADVANTAGES: high quality, heavy weight fabric, excellent image quality, strong grommets and high quality collars and fast, responsive
customer service (before buying I sent a few questions - YES, if you want, they can perform custom sizes. CONS: None have received your product and have already been installed. I told myself when I opened it: Are you kidding me, WOW, this looks fantastic!!! My friends drove about 20 miles to see the simulator. They are thrilled. Thank
you very much! The image is excellent and the impact screen works very well. You have an excellent product and price very well. I got my screen yesterday and just wanted to let you know that I am more than happy with it! I built my frame from emt and hung the screen in front. One thing I am super impressed with is the noise level. I
can't believe it's quiet. Now I can play at night when the kids are sleeping upstairs! My makeshift setup with the sheet was too loud. Loud.
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